
Discover the Untold Stories of the
Royal Engineers' Incredible Work
Across the Vast Empire!
The Royal Engineers have played a significant role in shaping and maintaining

the British Empire. From constructing vital infrastructure to conducting complex

military operations, their enduring work has been a cornerstone of the empire's

success. In this article, we will delve into the untold stories of the Royal

Engineers, highlighting their remarkable contributions throughout the vast

expanse of the empire.

Building Bridges: Expanding Connectivity

One of the key responsibilities entrusted to the Royal Engineers was the

construction of bridges, connecting remote regions and promoting economic

growth. Often battling treacherous terrains and harsh climates, these brave

engineers built remarkable structures, enduring testaments to their dedication and

expertise. From the iconic Forth Bridge in Scotland to the strategic Ganges

Railway Bridge in India, the Royal Engineers excelled in bridging gaps and

bringing people closer together.

Fortress Builders: Protecting the Empire

Around the globe, the Royal Engineers constructed formidable fortresses to

safeguard British interests. Their expertise in fortification ensured the security of

vital colonies, crucial trade routes, and military installations. From the majestic

Fort St. Angelo in Malta to the impregnable Fort Cornwallis in Malaysia, these

meticulous structures stand as enduring reminders of the engineering genius that

protected the empire and its people.
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Navigating the Waters: Taming the Mighty Rivers

The Royal Engineers were unrivaled when it came to navigating and controlling

the empire's vast network of rivers. They undertook ambitious projects like river

engineering, dredging, and constructing canals to facilitate smoother

transportation of goods and people. The ambitious Ganges Canal in India and the

remarkable Suez Canal in Egypt are just two examples of the Royal Engineers'

triumphant conquest of nature's formidable waterways.

Battlefield Innovators: Engineering Triumphs in Warfare

During times of conflict, the Royal Engineers became heroes on the battlefield.

With their ingenious designs and groundbreaking innovations, they shaped the

outcome of many military campaigns. From building intricate trench systems to

constructing vital railway lines for efficient troop movements and supply chains,

the Royal Engineers played an instrumental role in making victory possible.
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The enduring work of the Royal Engineers throughout the British Empire has left

an indelible mark on history. Their engineering marvels, unwavering dedication,

and innovative thinking have shaped the world we know today. It is important to

recognize and appreciate the remarkable contributions of these unsung heroes

who played a crucial role in building, defending, and connecting the vast Empire.
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The origin of the Corps of Royal Engineers, now affectionately known as The

Sappers but then as the King's Military Engineers, has been traced as far as

1414, though it was not until 1716 that a permanent officer corps of engineers

was established by the Board of Ordnance with the title Corps of Engineers..

Being part of the Regular Army it is hardly surprising that the Corps should be

associated in the public mind with such tasks as building roads, bridges and

defensive works or breaching those of the enemy and scant attention was hitherto

been paid to the remarkable achievements of the Corps in times of peace. In

Honourable Conquests A.J. Smithers sets out to redress that balance. Britain

having acquired an Empire, more by accident than design, it fell to the lot of the
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Army, first in India and later in other parts of the Empire, to act in the role of

unofficial Colonial Policemen As well we all know, the policemens lot is not a

happy one, so the ingenious Engineers found better ways to pass the

time,thereby leaving behind them some remarkable testimonies, not only to their

professional skills but to their very considerable contribution to the welfare of

mankind- in India, in Canada, in Australia and other parts of the Empire. It is to

such men as General Pasley Colonel By, General Cotton and Sir Colin Scott

Moncrieff, truly great men now all but forgotten, on whom Smithers turns his

narrative skill and wry humour in this fascinating book. As the completion of the

Channel Tunnel approaches, his penultimate chapter concerning the involvement

of the Royal Engineers with that project over a hundred years ago will be of

particularly topical interest.
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